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Propaganda 2.1 2024-06-27 as the internet age endures and expands peter k
fallon peers into the pandora s box of our age a twenty first century update
to jacques ellul s masterful sociological study propaganda propaganda 2 1
explores how the digital revolution has transformed the boundaries between
individuals institutions and centres of power coupling historical analysis
with a wealth of current examples fallon exposes the intricate and insidious
ways propaganda alters our daily realities propaganda 2 1 is divided into
three sections propaganda 1 0 2 0 and 2 1 propaganda 1 0 compares the popular
conception of propaganda with persuasive techniques such as rhetoric and
coercion 2 0 reveals how the development of moveable type printing built the
foundations of modern propaganda and finally 2 1 inhabits the post truth
world in its totality whilst the media landscape continually shifts
propaganda 2 1 s analysis is an opportunity to tackle this new reality
British Propaganda and Wars of Empire 2014-06-28 in order to provide a better
understanding of the shifting nature of influence this volume looks at how
the british government employed various forms of persuasion to achieve its
goals across the twentieth century the collection provides a range of case
studies to assess how effectively or ineffectively influence was brought to
bear on an array of non western societies this volume will be of interest not
only to historians but to anyone interested in the operation of influence as
a foreign policy tool
Media, Persuasion and Propaganda 2015-02-13 using case studies and exercises
this innovative study guides the reader through the many varieties of
persuasion and its performance exploring the protocols of rhetoric unique to
the medium from orality and print to film and digital images
The Making of a Neo-Propaganda State 2022-06-08 this book thoroughly examines
how china under xi jinping has conceptualized and enforced its digital
propaganda strategy on social media which has enabled the ruling chinese
communist party ccp regime to manipulate online information and shape public
opinion
Dead Men’s Propaganda 2024-05-07 in dead men s propaganda ideology and utopia
in comparative communications studies terhi rantanen investigates the shaping
of early comparative communications research between the 1920s and 1950s
notably the work of academics and men of practice in the united states often
neglected this intellectual thread is highly relevant to understanding the
21st century s challenges of war and rival streams of propaganda borrowing
her conceptual lenses from karl mannheim and robert merton rantanen draws on
detailed archival research and case studies to analyse the extent and
importance of work outside and inside the academy illuminating the work of
pioneers in the field some of these were well known academics such as harold
lasswell and the authors of the seminal book four theories of the press
others operated in the world of news agencies such as associated press s kent
cooper or were marginalised as émigré scholars notably paul kecskemeti and
nathan leites her study shows how comparative communications from its very
beginning can be understood as governed by the mannheimian concepts of
ideology and utopia and the power play between them the close relationship
between these two concepts resulted in a bias in knowledge production
contributed to dominant narratives of generational conflicts and to the
demarcation of insiders and outsiders by focusing on a generation at the
forefront of comparative communications at this pivotal time in the 20th
century this book challenges orthodoxies in the intellectual histories of



communication studies
Propaganda and Persuasion 2017-05-10 during the early cold war thousands of
canadians attended events organized by the canadian soviet friendship society
csfs and subscribed to its publications the csfs aimed its message at
progressive canadians hoping to convince them that the ussr was an
egalitarian and enlightened state attempting to soften define and redirect
the antagonistic narratives of the day the csfs story is one of propaganda
and persuasion in cold war canada the csfs was linked to other groups on the
canadian political left and was consistently lead by canadian communists for
many years its leader and best known member was the enigmatic dyson carter
raised in a religious family and educated as a scientist carter was a
prolific author of both popular scientific and pro soviet books and for many
years was the editor of the csfs s magazine northern neighbours subtitled
canada s authoritative independent magazine reporting on the u s s r the
magazine featured glossy photo spreads of life in the soviet union and upbeat
articles on science medicine cultural life and visits to the ussr by
canadians at the height of the cold war carter claimed the magazine reached
10 000 subscribers across canada using previously unavailable archival
sources and oral histories propaganda and persuasion looks at the csfs as a
blend of social and political activism where gender class and ethnicity
linked communities and ideology had significance
Power and Propaganda 2014-05-19 a fresh introductory study of late medieval
scotland includes expert assessment of the period arranged in thematic
chapters fresh insights into the period that draw on a wide range of sources
extensive further reading lists
The Propaganda Model Today 2018-10-25 while the individual elements of the
propaganda system or filters identified by the propaganda model pm ownership
advertising sources flak and anti communism have previously been the focus of
much scholarly attention their systematisation in a model empirical
corroboration and historicisation have made the pm a useful tool for media
analysis across cultural and geographical boundaries despite the wealth of
scholarly research herman and chomsky s work has set into motion over the
past decades the pm has been subjected to marginalisation poorly informed
critiques and misrepresentations interestingly while the pm enables
researchers to form discerning predictions as regards corporate media
performance herman and chomsky had further predicted that the pm itself would
meet with such marginalisation and contempt in current theoretical and
empirical studies of mass media performance uses of the pm continue
nonetheless to yield important insights into the workings of political and
economic power in society due in large measure to the model s considerable
explanatory power
Ezra Pound's Fascist Propaganda, 1935-45 2013-09-04 ezra pound was an
influential propagandist for british italian and ultimately german fascist
movements using long neglected manuscripts and cutting edge approaches to
fascism as a political religion feldman argues that pound s case offers a
revealing case study of a modernist author turned propagator of the fascist
faith
Photography in the Third Reich: Art, Physiognomy and Propaganda 2021-01-07
this lucid and comprehensive collection of essays by an international group
of scholars constitutes a photo historical survey of select photographers who
embraced national socialism during the third reich these photographers



developed and implemented physiognomic and ethnographic photography and
through a selbstgleichschaltung a self co ordination with the regime
continued to practice as photographers throughout the twelve years of the
third reich the volume explores through photographic reproductions and
accompanying analysis diverse aspects of photography during the third reich
ranging from the influence of modernism the qualitative effect of propaganda
photography and the utilisation of technology such as colour film to the
photograph as ideological metaphor with an emphasis on the idealised
representation of the german body and the role of physiognomy within this
representation the book examines how select photographers created and
developed a visual myth of the master race and its antitheses under the
auspices of the nationalist socialist state photography in the third reich
approaches its historical source photographs as material culture examining
their production construction and proliferation this detailed and informative
text will be a valuable resource not only to historians studying the third
reich but to scholars and students of film history of art politics media
studies cultural studies and holocaust studies
Glorify the Empire 2013 in the 1930s and 40s japanese political architects of
the manchukuo project in occupied northeast china realized the importance of
using various cultural media to promote a modernization program in the region
as well as its expansion into other parts of asia ironically the writers and
artists chosen to spread this imperialist message had left wing political
roots in japan where their work strongly favoured modernist even avant garde
styles of expression in glorify the empire annika culver explores how these
once anti imperialist intellectuals produced modernist works celebrating the
modernity of a fascist state and reflecting a complicated picture of
complicity with and ambivalence towards japan s utopian project during the
war literary and artistic representations of manchuria accelerated and the
japanese led culture in manchukuo served as a template for occupied areas in
southeast asia a groundbreaking work glorify the empire magnifies the
intersection between politics and art in a rarely examined period in japanese
history publisher s website
American Propaganda from the Spanish-American War to Iraq 2021-11-01 in this
book steven r brydon analyzes american war propaganda spanning from the
spanish american war through the wars in afghanistan and iraq brydon argues
that many of these wars were fought based on false or misleading narratives
beginning with blaming spain for the sinking of the maine and continuing most
recently with charges that saddam hussein had weapons of mass destruction and
was involved in the terrorist attacks of september 11 research has shown that
well told stories can affect the public s beliefs attitudes and actions and
brydon has identified some of these recurring stories that have been told to
support and sustain each war during this time period using fisher s narrative
paradigm brydon critically evaluates these war stories to determine if they
possessed narrative coherence and fidelity that provided good reasons to go
to war rather than simply the appearance of these qualities the
responsibility brydon stresses is on the media and on academics to view
future war narratives through a critical lens in order to best inform the
american people scholars of media studies history military studies american
studies and international relations will find this book particularly useful
Mussolini, Architect 2022-08-03 during the fascist years in italy
architecture and politics enjoyed a close alliance benito mussolini used



architecture to educate the masses exploiting its symbolic prowess as a
powerful tool for achieving political consensus mussolini architect examines
mussolini in italy from 1922 to 1943 and expands the traditional
interpretations of fascism advancing the claim that mussolini devised and
implemented architecture as a tool capable of determining public behaviour
and influencing opinion paolo nicoloso challenges the assertion that
mussolini was of minimal influence on italian architecture and argues that in
fact the fascist leader played a strong role in encouraging civic
architectural development in order to reflect the totalitarian values of the
period drawing on archival documents nicoloso lists the architects who gave
mussolini ideas and describes the times when the dictator himself sometimes
picked up a pencil and suggested changes examining the political social and
architectural history of the fascist period mussolini architect gives careful
attention to the final years of fascist rule in order to demonstrate the
extent to which mussolini was intent on shaping italy and its citizens
through architectural projects
Digital Technologies, Elections and Campaigns in Africa 2023-11-15 this book
looks at how digital technologies are revolutionizing electoral campaigns and
democratization struggles in africa digital technologies are giving voice and
civic agency to a cross section of african voters providing important spaces
for political engagement and debate drawing on cases from kenya uganda
mozambique nigeria ethiopia and zimbabwe amongst others this book traces the
shifts and tensions in this changing electoral communications landscape in
doing so the book explores themes such as hate speech and disinformation
decolonisation surveillance internet shutdowns influencers bots algorithms
and election observation and looks beyond facebook twitter whatsapp and
youtube to the increasingly important role of visual platforms such as
instagram and tiktok particularly highlighting the contribution of african
scholars this book is an important guide for researchers across the fields of
african politics media studies and electoral studies as well as to
professionals and policymakers in political communication
The People’s West Lake 2023-07-31 the people s west lake examines the chinese
communist party s ccp efforts to reconfigure hangzhou s urban space alter the
natural environment in west lake xihu and refashion the city s culture in
post 1949 china it pieces together five initiatives between the 1950s and the
1970s the dredging of the lake the construction of the public park of
watching fish at the flower harbor huagang guanyu the afforestation movement
the development of collectivized pig farming around west lake and the two
campaigns to remove lakeside tombs these projects were intended to generate
visible and tangible results a lake with a good depth a scenic public garden
greener hills surrounding the lake a growing swine population and rising
productivity of fertilizer and a tourist site cleansed of burial grounds
while also being readily subject to the party s propaganda these initiatives
were designed both to achieve economic cultural and ecological utilities and
to forge and popularize a sense of socialist nationhood the ccp s endeavor to
fundamentally transform the west lake area also opened up possibilities for
both human and nonhuman actors to variously benefit from get along with and
undermine the political authorities planning this book thus emphatically
foregrounds and unifies the agency of both humans and nonhuman entities that
are not necessarily tied to intentionality bringing into question the
legitimacy of the human nonhuman binary author qiliang he explores the agency



of both humans and nonhumans including water microbes aquatic plants the park
pigs trees pests and tombs to affect deflect and undercut the ccp s
sociopolitical programs thereby diminishing the efficacy of state propaganda
highlighting the nonpurposive agency of both actors problematizes the long
held resistance accommodation paradigm which presumes the resisters a priori
subjectivities independent of the socialist system in studying the state
society relationship in the people s republic of china using a project based
approach the people s west lake gives the nature human relationship in mao s
china best known as mao s war against nature historical and cultural
specificities to reexamine the prc regime s central planning and the issues
related to it
Türkiye'de ve Dünyada Vicdani Ret 2012 son yıllarda vicdani ret üzerine
yapılan çalışmaların sayısında gözle görülür bir artış var bu gelişmenin hem
politik hem de sosyolojik ve düşünsel nedenlerini görmek zor değil ancak tüm
bu haklı gerekçelerin ve motivasyonların üzerini örtmesini istemediğimiz
önemli bir gerçek var o da yapılan bu çalışmaların bu gerekçelere sığınıp
kapsamından ve detaycılığından ödün vermemesi gerektiği barış esmer in
çalışması bu hataya düşmüyor meselenin politik inceliğini ve tarihsel
karmaşasını düzenli bir şekilde okura aktarıyor bunu yaparken de bir sosyal
bilimciden beklenecek titizliği azami derecede gösteriyor
Mongolian Film Music 2015-11-28 in 1936 the mongolian socialist government
decreed the establishment of a film industry with the principal aim of
disseminating propaganda it sent young rural mongolian musicians to soviet
conservatoires to be trained formally as composers on their return they
utilized their traditional mongolian musical backgrounds and the musical
skills learned during their studies to compose scores to the 167 propaganda
films produced between 1938 and 1990 lucy rees provides an overview of the
rich mosaic of music genres that appeared in these soundtracks case studies
of composers and film scores are presented demonstrating the influence of
cultural policy on film music and showing how film scores complemented the
ideological message of the films
The Romanian Cinema of Nationalism 2018-10-10 prior to the collapse of
communism romanian historical movies were political encouraging nationalistic
feelings and devotion to the state vlad the impaler and other such iconic
figures emerged as heroes rather than loathsome bloodsuckers celebrating a
shared sense of belonging the past decade has however presented romanian
films in which ordinary people are the stars heroes go getters swindlers and
sore losers the author explores a wide selection old and new of films set in
the romanian past
Pevsner: The Complete Broadcast Talks 2014-05-28 this book brings together
the surviving texts of the 113 talks on art and architecture that we know of
given by the art historian sir nikolaus pevsner on radio and television
between 1945 1977 it includes the seven texts of the 1955 reith lectures in
their original broadcast form as well as lectures that pevsner gave in german
for the bbc in london and rias in berlin and on the radio in new zealand
these talks are important as an example of the attempt by the bbc in
particular to provide intellectual programming for the mass population the
talks are important for what they reveal about changing tastes in the
treatment of the arts as a broadcast topic as well as offering a case study
of the development of one particular historian s approach to a subject that
was gaining ground in universities as a direct result of his popularisation



of it they show what topics were thought to be central to the artistic agenda
in the mid years of the last century whether from an academic or journalistic
perspective and reveal the mode and manner of academic engagement with the
public over the period forty six of these talks were published in 2002 on the
centenary of pevsner s birth in a trade edition at the time his reputation as
an active force in architectural thinking had long been eclipsed and interest
in him had waned since then there has been a turn around in tastes and
pevsner s role within his chosen field is now being actively studied and
discussed by a new generation for whom he is central to an understanding of
the 20th century there is therefore a real need for this book in addition to
containing twice the number of talks as the previous volume it is
supplemented with explanatory introductions footnotes and citations it also
reveals as far as this is possible alternative versions of pevsner s texts as
they appeared at different stages in the original production process as such
this edition can be relied on by academics as scholarly and definitive
The 10 Cent War 2017-01-20 contributions by derek t buescher travis l cox
trischa goodnow jon judy john r katsion james j kimble christina m knopf
steven e martin brad palmer elliott sawyer deborah clark vance david e wilt
and zou yizheng one of the most overlooked aspects of the allied war effort
involved a surprising initiative comic book propaganda even before pearl
harbor the comic book industry enlisted its formidable army of artists
writers and editors to dramatize the conflict for readers of every age and
interest comic book superheroes and everyday characters modeled positive
behaviors and encouraged readers to keep scrapping ultimately those
characters proved to be persuasive icons in the war s most colorful and
indelible propaganda campaign the 10 cent war presents a riveting analysis of
how different types of comic books and comic book characters supplied reasons
and means to support the war the contributors demonstrate that free of
government control these appeals produced this overall imperative the book
discusses the role of such major characters as superman wonder woman and
uncle sam along with a host of such minor characters as kid gangs and
superhero sidekicks it even considers novelty and small presses providing a
well rounded look at the many ways that comic books served as popular
propaganda
Audiences of Nazism 2023-10-13 traces of audience responses to propaganda in
the third reich are particularly sparse given that the public sphere was so
highly regulated by taking an interdisciplinary and innovative approach to
found historical sources of audiences responses the contributions to
audiences of nazism critically approach the effectiveness of the nazi media
the volume presents a comprehensive array of case studies including but not
limited to jewish responses to anti semitic media personal reports from nazi
party rallies responses to degenerate art exhibitions and the afterlife of
visual documentations of nazi crimes it uncovers the target groups of certain
nazi media products how effective these products were in disseminating
propaganda and their chances to win over readers listeners and spectators not
yet convinced of nazism
The DJ Who “Brought Down” the USSR 2023-04-25 of the many cold war radio djs
who broadcast to the ussr seva novgorodsev must be near the top of the list a
masterful bbc presenter seva was considered a sage of rock n roll his
programs introduced forbidden western popular music and culture into the ussr
rendering him an enemy voice and ideological saboteur to the central



committee of the communist party despite kgb threats and constant media
pillorying seva remained on the air for 38 years acquiring millions of
listeners all across the breadth of the ussr and beyond he became a cult
phenomenon dismantling the soviet way of life in the hearts and minds of
youth this is the story of russia s first and best known dj
Without Permission 2021-10-12 a fantastical propaganda play depicting an
armed revolt financed the purchase of the yacht abril and its conversion to
an illegal immigrant passenger ship renamed the ben hecht the plan was to
evade the british naval blockade and bring holocaust survivor refugees to
palestine henry mandel volunteered aboard the ben hecht a converted yacht
that challenged the british blockade of jewish immigrants to pre state israel
captured and detained in acre prison mandel aided the efforts of prisoners
planning an escape after release mandel helped set up a secret bazooka shell
plant in new york which he helped to reassemble in israel during the 1948
arab israeli war mandel was an orthodox jew whose reminiscences provide a
uniquely illuminating perspective on the creation of the jewish state mandel
s story is explicated in a running commentary that includes the personal
narratives of other members of the ben hecht crew as well as historical
background
Managing the Media in the India-Burma War, 1941-1945 2022-08-11 this book
explores how the media was used by the armed forces during the india burma
campaigns of wwii to project the most positive image to domestic and
international audiences of a war that often seemed neglected or misunderstood
discussing how soldiers were for the first time able to access newspapers and
radio broadcasts relating stories of the campaigns they were actively
fighting in managing the media in the india burma war reveals not only the
impact that the media had in maintaining troop morale but how the military
recognised that the media could be a valuable arm of warfare revealing how
troops responded to reports of their operations philip woods demonstrates the
role of the media in creating the forgotten army syndrome which came about in
the last two years of the burma campaign focusing on the british media but
with examples from the united states and india including indian war
correspondents it discusses india s role in the second world war in relation
to social economic and political developments at the time honing in on india
and burma at a turning point in their road to independence this book offers a
fresh angle on a well known military conflict unpicks the various constraints
and influences on the media in wartime and links the campaign to india s
crucial role in wwii
The Use and Function of Scripture in 1 Maccabees 2020-10-15 dongbin choi
offers a philological and thematic analysis on the scriptural language in the
book of 1 maccabees a text that is written with a linguistic technique that
utilizes earlier jewish texts in order to promote the religiopolitical
agendas of its author choi engages in the dialogue between the traditional
view that treats 1 maccabees as a religious writing and the radical view that
considers it as political propaganda choi suggests that the author of 1
maccabees deploys scriptural language in such a nuanced way that he both
promotes the legitimacy of the hasmonean rule in judea under john hyrcanus i
and shows his appreciation of conservative jewish sensitivity toward their
traditions relating to deuteronomic covenant biblical judges and jewish
messianism by discussing past scholarly literature on the use and function of
scripture in 1 maccabees analyzing various literary political and cultural



aspects that influenced the creation of the text and finally exploring
philological and conceptual parallels between scripture and 1 maccabees and
the use of scripture in the eulogies of the hasmoneans choi has created a
singular reinterpretation of both text and author
Hollywood Hates Hitler! 2020-08-25 in september 1941 a handful of
isolationist senators set out to tarnish hollywood for warmongering the
united states was largely divided on the possibility of entering the european
war yet the immigrant moguls in hollywood were acutely aware of the
conditions in europe after kristallnacht the night of broken glass the gloves
came off warner bros released the first directly anti nazi film in 1939 with
confessions of a nazi spy other studios followed with such films as the
mortal storm mgm man hunt fox the man i married fox and the great dictator
united artists while these films represented a small percentage of hollywood
s output senators took aim at the jews in hollywood who were supposedly
agitating us for war and launched an investigation that resulted in senate
resolution 152 the resolution was aimed at both radio and movies that have
been extensively used for propaganda purposes designed to influence the
public mind in the direction of participation in the european war when the
senate approved a subcommittee to investigate the intentions of these films
studio bosses were ready and willing to stand up against the government to
defend their beloved industry what followed was a complete embarrassment of
the united states senate and a large victory for hollywood as well as freedom
of speech many works of american film history only skim the surface of the
1941 investigation of hollywood in hollywood hates hitler jew baiting anti
nazism and the senate investigation into warmongering in motion pictures
author chris yogerst examines the years leading up to and through the senate
investigation into motion picture war propaganda detailing the isolationist
senators relationship with the america first movement through his use of
primary documents and lengthy congressional records yogerst paints a picture
of the investigation s daily events both on capitol hill and in the national
press
Writing and Rewriting the Reich 2022-12-21 writing and rewriting the reich
tells the complex story of women journalists as both outsiders and insiders
in the german press of the national socialist and post war years from 1933
onward nazi press authorities valued female journalists as a means to
influence the public through charm and subtlety rather than intimidation or
militant language deborah barton reveals that despite the deep sexism
inherent in the nazi press some women were able to capitalize on the gaps
between gender rhetoric and reality to establish prominent careers in both
soft and hard news based on data collected on over 1 500 women journalists
writing and rewriting the reich describes the professional opportunities open
to women during the nazi era their gendered contribution to nazi press and
propaganda goals and the ways in which their third reich experiences proved
useful in post war divided germany it draws on a range of sources including
editorial proceedings press association membership records personal
correspondence newspapers diaries and memoirs it also sheds light on both
unknown journalists and famous figures including margret boveri ruth andreas
friedrich and ursula von kardorff addressing the long term influence of women
journalists writing and rewriting the reich illuminates some of the most
salient issues in the nature of nazi propaganda the depiction of wartime
violence and historical memory



Pedagogy of Images 2021 this collection offers a variety of scholarly views
on illustrated books for soviet children covering everything from artistic
innovation to state propaganda
Gorgeous War 2019-10-29 gorgeous war argues that the nazis used the swastika
as part of a visually sophisticated propaganda program that was not only
modernist but also the forerunner of contemporary brand identity when the
united states military tried to answer nazi displays of graphic power it
failed in the end the best graphic response to the nazis was produced by the
walt disney company using numerous examples of us and nazi military heraldry
gorgeous war compares the way the american and german militaries developed
their graphic and textile design in the interwar period the book shows how
social and cultural design movements like modernism altered and were altered
by both militaries it also explores how nascent corporate culture and war
production united to turn national brands like ibm coca cola and disney into
multinational corporations that had learned lessons on propaganda and
branding that were being tested during the second world war what is the
legacy of apparently toxic signs like the swastika the answer may not be what
we hoped inheritors of the post second world war world increasingly struggle
to find an escape from an intensely branded environment to find a place in
their lives that is free of advertising and propaganda this book suggests
that we look again at how it is our culture makes that struggle into an
appealing gorgeous war
Pan-Slavism and Slavophilia in Contemporary Central and Eastern Europe
2023-02-13 this book explores origins manifestations and functions of pan
slavism in contemporary central and eastern europe arguing that despite the
extinction of pan slavism as an articulated romantic era geopolitical
ideology a number of related discourses metaphors and emotions have spilled
over into the mainstream debates and popular imagination using the term
slavophilia to capture the range of representations the volume analyses how
geopolitical discourses shape the identity and policies of a community
providing a comparative analysis that covers a range of slavic countries in
order to understand how pan slavism works and resonates across geographic and
political contexts
Winning Women’s Hearts and Minds 2023-01-31 throughout the cold war soviet
citizens had limited access to us life and culture amerika a glossy russian
language magazine similar to life provided a rare exception produced by the
united states information agency usia america s first peacetime propaganda
organization amerika was used to influence the soviet public and convince
women in particular that an american style consumer culture and conservative
gender norms could better their lives winning women s hearts and minds relies
on usia archives issues of amerika and american women s magazines such as the
ladies home journal to show how during the postwar period usia officials
deployed idealized images of american women as happy fulfilled and feminine
wives mothers and homemakers this study analyses how amerika was used to
appeal to sovietwomen portrayed in the us media as babushkas they were
considered unfeminine overworked and deprived of consumer goods and services
by a repressive regime diana cucuz provides a gendered analysis of the usia
and of amerika whose propaganda campaign relied heavily on postwar
conservative gender norms and images of domestic contentment to convey
positive messages about the american way of life in the hopes of undermining
the soviet regime winning women s hearts and minds sheds light on the



significance of women gender and consumption to international politics during
the cold war
A World of Turmoil 2021-06-01 the united states the people s republic of
china and taiwan have danced on the knife s edge of war for more than seventy
years a work of sweeping historical vision a world of turmoil offers case
studies of five critical moments the end of world war ii and the start of the
long cold war the almost nuclear war over the quemoy islands in 1954 1955 the
détente deceptions and denials surrounding the 1972 shanghai communiqué the
taiwan strait crisis of 1995 1996 and the rise of postcolonial nationalism in
contemporary taiwan diagnosing the communication dispositions that structured
these events reveals that leaders in all three nations have fallen back on
crippling stereotypes and self serving denials in their diplomacy the first
communication based study of its kind this book merges history rhetorical
criticism and advocacy in a tour de force of international scholarship by
mapping the history of miscommunication between the united states china and
taiwan this provocative study shows where and how our entwined relationships
have gone wrong clearing the way for renewed dialogue enhanced trust and new
understandings
Personal Reality, Volume 2 2020-01-01 western civilization was built on the
concept of god today modern science based on the critical method and so
called objective facts denies even the existence of our soul there is only
matter atoms molecules and dna sequences there is no freedom there are no
well grounded beliefs the decline of western civilization is not the simple
consequence of decadence hedonism and malevolence modern critical science has
liberated us from the old dogmas but failed to establish our freedoms values
and beliefs however human knowledge is not objective but personal we are the
children of evolution everybody sees the world from his own personal point of
view anchored into his her body we use our billions of years old evolutionary
skills and thousands of years old cultural heritage to recognize and
acknowledge the personal facts of our reality freedom and most important
natural beliefs respect and speak the truth in reality even science itself is
based on our personal knowledge only our false conceptual dichotomies
paralyze our thinking god or matter there is a third choice the emergence of
life and human persons this is the only way to defend our freedoms and the
christian moral dynamism of free western societies
Desafios da educação na contemporaneidade 3 2021-09-30 a alegria não chega
apenas no encontro do achado mas faz parte do processo da busca e ensinar e
aprender não pode dar se fora da procura fora da boniteza e da alegria paulo
freire apresentar um livro é sempre uma alegria e ao mesmo tempo um desafio
que se apresenta principalmente por nele conter tanto de cada autor de cada
pesquisa suas aspirações suas expectativas seus achados e o mais importante
de tudo a disseminação do conhecimento produzido cientificamente deste modo
não poderia deixar de escolher uma epígrafe que melhor viesse ao encontro com
o que se propõe o volume 3 da coletânea desafios da educação na
contemporaneidade pois o ensinar e aprender estão presentes cotidianamente na
vida de cada pesquisador aqui presente este volume traz vinte e um 21
capítulos com as mais diversas temáticas e discussões as quais comprovam mais
uma vez a necessidade de repensarmos os espaços destinados à disseminação do
conhecimento sejam eles representados pela discussão presente nas produções
científicas sobre o viés do trabalho pedagógico sobre a educação inclusiva
questões de gênero e multiculturalismo questionamentos sobre quais valores



constroem se na escola brasileira a importância da construção da infância sem
perdermos de vista a teoria alicerçada pelos ilustres pensadores da nossa
educação brasileira questões de discussão que ainda em pleno século xxi se
fazem necessárias sobre a lei 10 639 03 afrodescendentes trago o ainda até
porquê já deveríamos ter incorporado estas questões ao cotidiano da escola
educar para a justiça ou seja para que reconheçamos a necessidade da
conscientização dos direitos e dos deveres dos sujeitos enquanto cidadãos a
importância da linguagem visuoespacial e a visualização do conhecimento na
ead para pessoas surdas e também nesta mesma linha as relações de aprendizado
com alunos com surdez a fim de realizar um levantamento sobre a metodologia
utilizada para os mesmos reflexões importantes trazidas no artigo que discute
a educação para a diversidade de pessoas trans do ensino superior comprovando
mais uma vez a necessidade do princípio da equidade em educação e das longas
discussões que se ampliarão sobre o tema para que realmente haja uma inclusão
real dos sujeitos a reflexão do momento atual traduzido no artigo sobre a
ensino público no contexto da pandemia a importância da argumentação e do
desenvolvimento crítico dos alunos em sala de aula até para que possam
superar alguns discursos rechaçados de discriminação e homofobia a educação
ambiental e as diretrizes curriculares nacionais ou seja quais caminhos se
cruzam ou se bifurcam sobre estas questões a fusão entre o analfabetismo e o
letramento e sua importância no processo de ensino aqui não poderia deixar de
mencionar que este processo é um dos principais entraves ainda presentes no
cotidiano escolar a importância da inteligência artificial enquanto um
instrumento disponível para o favorecimento do ensino aprendizado a arte
retratada na história do piano no brasil a formação inicial do pedagogo no
espaço hospitalar produções científicas acerca do tema as contribuições da
atividade experimental para o ensino e aprendizagem da matemática a vivência
musical dos pedagogos nas creches e pré escolas e por fim um estudo sobre a
evasão escolar a qual a inda é sem dúvida uns dos maiores desafios
enfrentados por gestores e professores por esta breve apresentação percebe se
o quão diverso profícuo e interessante são os artigos trazidos para este
volume aproveito o ensejo para parabenizar os autores aos quais se dispuseram
a compartilhar todo conhecimento científico produzido espero que de uma
maneira ou de outra os leitores que tiverem a possibilidade de ler este
volume não saiam ilesos ao término boa leitura prof ª ma lucimara glap
America Ascendant 2019-12-01 america ascendant vividly portrays the global
crisis that brought the media and the government into an alliance that
changed the course of american and world history president franklin d
roosevelt organized an extraordinary partnership between the u s government
and america s media outlets to communicate to the reluctant and isolationist
american public the nature of the threat that world war ii posed to the
nation and the world the coalition s aim was to promote the concept of
american exceptionalism and use it to galvanize the public for the government
s cause america ascendant details the efforts of many prominent individuals
and officials to harness the collective energy of the nation and guide the
united states throughout world war ii then describes its aftermath and the
cold war period dennis m spragg demonstrates how the news and entertainment
of american broadcasters such as david sarnoff william paley and elmer davis
helped rally the american people to fashion a new liberal democratic order to
stop the global spread of communism this media government alliance however
was not achieved without difficulty spragg highlights the competing visions



and personalities that clashed as media and government leaders tried to
develop the paradigm that ultimately shifted american cultural and political
thought throughout this searching history he sheds light on the
underappreciated coordination between the media and the government to
establish a liberal democratic world order and demonstrates why american
exceptionalism still matters
Gebirgsjäger 2012-06-20 few branches of the german armed forces were
represented on so many fronts as the mountain infantrymen or gebirgstruppen
from the blitzkrieg campaigns of 1940 through the invasions of the balkans
and russia and the north african campaign to the defence of the reich 1944 45
the gebirgsjäger earned a reputation for reliability and courage typically
each trooper was a supremely fit individual the need to cover difficult
terrain in full kit without the back up of a motorised baggage train demanded
this this new volume examines the recruitment training and combat experiences
of the common gebirgsjäger
Digital Media and the Dynamics of Civil Society 2021-10-18 based on an
extended empirical research project this book advances the theoretical
normative and practical understanding of civil society under the conditions
of digital mediatization and in relation to a set of particular historical
and geopolitical circumstances digital media and the dynamics of civil
society adds to existing knowledge of the democratizing role of digital media
in communication studies by carefully tracing the trajectory of the emergent
communicative and representational practices of civil society in a pair of
new european democracies estonia and bulgaria facing distinctive socio
cultural and political challenges the book combines macro and micro
perspectives to illuminate the activities of civic activist and civil society
organizations in the new media environment taking into account the social and
cultural developments characteristic of each country have digital media
contributed to the constitution of a new public space fostering the vitality
and democratic potency of civil society in countries where it has suffered
historical obstacles the book addresses this question by traversing the whole
range between personal group and societal beliefs lived experiences and
actions unfolding in a concrete region at a time when civic activists around
the world are grappling to understand and harness the powers of digital
communication
Images of Childhood 2023-07-13 drawing on a rich legacy of pictorial evidence
images of childhood examines historical constructions of childhood and how
they reinforce or challenge the prevailing view of childhood as a state of
innocence each chapter explores how visual elements such as framing points of
view and lighting as well as clothes accessories and body language help to
construct our many different conceptions of children from members of the
family unit and assumed gender roles to schooling and aesthetic objects
through to their economic value and use in political propaganda skillfully
navigating a multitude of perspectives on this topic paul duncum considers
both how our ideas beliefs and values have changed throughout history and how
some have remained unchanged he also explores the cultural notion of the
child within and how this has contributed to the way adults perceive children
the result is a text far broader in scope than any other in its field as art
history is interweaved with contemporary popular culture to explore how we
visually represent childhood in doing so the book highlights the real life
implications that these representations have on children s rights



Courtroom to Revolutionary Stage 2012-09-27 what role did the courts play in
the demise of germany s first democracy and hitler s rise to power courtroom
to revolutionary stage challenges the orthodox interpretation of weimar
political justice henning grunwald argues that an exclusive focus on
reactionary judges and a preoccupation with number crunching verdicts has
obscured precisely that aspect of trials most fascinating to contemporary
observers their drama drawing on untapped sources and material previously
inaccessible in english grunwald shows how an innovative group of party
lawyers transformed dry legal proceedings into spectacular ideological
clashes supported by powerful party legal offices which have hitherto escaped
scholarly notice almost entirely they developed a sophisticated repertoire of
techniques at the intersection of criminal law politics and public relations
harnessing the emotional appeal of tens of thousands of trials communists and
emulating them national socialists institutionalized party legal aid in order
to build their ideological communities defendants turned into martyrs trials
into performances of ideological self sacrifice and the courtroom into
revolutionary stage as one prominent party lawyer put it it is this political
justice as revolutionary stage that most powerfully impacted weimar political
culture while it helps to explain weimar s demise this argument about the
theatricality of justice transcends interwar germany trials were compelling
not because they offered instruction about the revolutionary struggle but
because in a sense they were the revolutionary struggle the ideological
struggle their message ran left no room for fairness no possibility of a
neutral platform justice was unattainable until the republic was destroyed
Meaning is the New Marketing 2021-10-13 der kompass für eine neue art von
marketing es ist an der zeit klassische marketing mechanismen zu überdenken
denn sie funktionieren nicht mehr in einer aufmerksamkeitsgetriebenen welt in
der im minutentakt bahnbrechende produkte vorgestellt werden ist das neueste
marketing feuerwerk abgebrannt noch bevor es die zielgruppe überhaupt
wahrgenommen hat Überzeugendes marketing hingegen verstärkt werte es
fokussiert auf den menschen und dessen nutzen vom produkt nachhaltige
markenkommunikation passiert auf augenhöhe auf der basis von geteilten werten
zelebriert sie perspektiven die für alle seiten von echter bedeutung sind das
7 c modell von yousef hammoudah und nico zeh bietet einen handlungsrahmen um
gängige marketing maßnahmen durch ein gemeinsames nachhaltig wirksames
bedürfnis zu ersetzen fallstudien von adidas ben jerry s und absolut
illustrieren die anwendbarkeit der 7 cs die erfolgreichen marken von morgen
werden die purpose getriebenen marken sein unabhängig von der jeweiligen
branche müssen attraktive marken für mehr stehen als nur für eine positive
bilanz die generation z verlangt sinnorientierte marken und wird dafür sorgen
dass es nicht bei lippenbekenntnissen bleibt eric liedtke ehemaliger cmo
adidas ag
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